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About This Game

The Adventures of Captain Potato is a platform/adventure game which takes place in a fantasy world featuring cartoon-style art,
a team of unique characters working, fighting and growing together, and their mission in common to save the world from the

malevolent force that threatens to destroy it!

Take control of Potato, a young hamster from Potato Village, as he journeys into a colourful land made of various landscapes,
from a secluded forest to the guts of an active volcano, through tropical islands and even into a cursed graveyard, all the while

using his powers and those of his crew to fight the Queen's evil army and confront the mad monarch herself!

But why did the Queen, once benevolent and loved by all, become evil? Why is she invading her own villages and fighting her
own people? What might happen to the realm if you fail...?

EARLY ACCESS
The game is currently in an alpha state, as such only a small part of all intended content is currently playable. More coming as

we keep updating it.

CURRENT FEATURES

 Game intro and menus in alpha state

 First playable level and gameplay in alpha state
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 First set of platform challenges

 First 2 parkour moves

 First storyline dialogues

 1 main mission and 1 secondary mission

FEATURES COMING SOON

 Potato's attack!

 More and improved world interactions

 HP loss reduction to half a point for small injuries

 HP loss from falls from excessive heights

FEATURES YET TO BE IMPLEMENTED

 Various ambiences with their own unique atmospheres

 Puzzles and challenges to solve in order to proceed

 A variety of differing magical abilities, acquired as you progress through the game

 Story-line driven progression and character story development

 Ability development

 Real-time combat

 Unlockable parkour moves to jump around the world in style!

 Early concept art to be found around the game
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Title: The Adventures of Captain Potato
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Graa
Publisher:
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NEW FEATURES COMING SOON!:
This is what we're currently working on and plan to implement by the end of May.

- Potato's attack mechanics
- More and improved world interactions within the prologue level
- HP loss reduction to half a point for small injuries - lose half a life instead of one when you hit those nasty thorns!
- HP loss from falls from excessive heights. DEV UPDATE:
Hello everyone!

We have some good news and some not so good news.

First of all, we've been implementing new stuff as anticipated in our earlier announcement, including Potato's attack mechanics,
some new level interactions and updates on character HP loss.

Unfortunately, we have noticed that such updates have introduced substantial amounts of lag on some systems. We had already
been made aware that the game lagged somewhat at times, but now it seems to have worsened considerably on systems without
an SSD drive.

To that end we would like to hold onto the new content for another two weeks until we can solve these technical issues to give
you a better gaming experience (fancy way of saying we want the game to work properly for everyone).

We apologize for announcing content that we can't yet deliver, we'll do our best to fix the issue and deliver it all on the next
update.

During that time we'll also be implementing other stuff to bring you (hopefully) a more updated and complete version of the
prologue working at proper speed.

Next update coming on the 14th June! Stay tuned!!
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